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QUESTION 1

What are two use cases for employing widget configuration settings? (Choose two.) 

A. to expose parameters that may vary between widget instances 

B. to provide an increased level of merchandiser control over widget behavior and display 

C. to determine whether a widget can be placed on a layout 

D. to provide links to 3rd party JavaScript libraries 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to display a message to a logged in shopper about a relevant promotion, based on the number of products in
the cart and the total value of the items. You develop a custom widget that uses the User, Cart and Site view models as
displayed in this example Javascipt: 

Under what condition is the showCartMsg() function true? 

A. Only when there is at least one item in the cart and the cat subtotal is less than the value of minSpend 

B. When a user is logged in and there is at least one item in the cart and the cart subtotal is less than the value of
minSpend 

C. If either a user is logged in or there is at least one item in the cart or the cart subtotal is less than the value of
minSpend 

D. As long as the user is logged in; the status of the cart does not matter 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

If your storefront has both B2B and B2C implementations, you will need to have one Order History Layout for B2B as
well as a different Order History Layout for B2C. What is the reason for this? 

A. Each layout will use different instances of the Secondary Navigation widget, depending if the shopper is account
based or not. 

B. If implemented, delegated administrators can view a list of all previous orders placed from the account shopper. 

C. Account-based orders are tied to an Account, and the Order History Layout for B2B needs a B2B Order History
widget instance. 

D. You cannot have one layout used for both B2B and B2C shoppers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Given the example custom widget JavaScript: 

In this example, what does $ represent? 

A. Local function referring to the JQuery library 

B. Placeholder for anonymous Require.js content 

C. Null value until it is initialized 

D. Local function referring to the ccLogger library 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

A company is setting up multiple country-specific sites that have unique emails, separate payment gateways and
shipping methods by country, and other site-specific settings. They share Oracle integrations (e.g. Oracle Retail Order
Management System Cloud, Oracle Loyalty Cloud, Oracle Customer Experience Cloud). They plan to add sites in the
Administration UI. 

Based on their use case, when should they create the additional sites to minimize the changes they need to make? 

A. At any time, because updates to shared configuration to the default site alter the child sites. 

B. Create the additional sites before configuring anything on the default site. 

C. Configure the Oracle integrations for the default site and then create additional sites. 

D. Configure the default site fully and then add the additional sites. 

Correct Answer: A 
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